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The chocolate expedition continues.
Introducing three new palate‐expanding exotic candy bars.
Katrina Markoff has spent years adventuring around the world, unearthing new flavor combinations, and now
announces her latest collection of inspirations, a trio of exotic chocolate bars that explores a unique blend of
traditionally dissonant flavors, inspired by her treks to culturally rich destinations.
Vosges Haut Chocolat’s chic chocolatier, Katrina Markoff, remains passionate for travel and with a lust for exotic
spices. These three unique & truly exotic bars explore the overlap of deep cocoas spiked with bitter & savory spices –
whether by way of Hawaii’s naturally formed sea salts, or with the accent of sweet, burnt notes from the Italian
peninsula. Breathe, see, smell & snap your way to an haut chocolate experience.
BLACK SALT CARAMEL BAR
Black Hawaiian sea salt + burnt sugar caramel + 70% cacao dark chocolate
Adventure to the most remote place on the planet with this nutty, smoky bouquet of rich burnt caramel and dark
chocolate. The Hiwa Kai, or, Black Hawaiian salt, is a blend of sea salt and volcanic charcoal, which is harvested
naturally in Hawaii’s ocean pools. The salt’s striking obsidian hue is matched only by its flavor on your palate. Close
your eyes, and imagine you’re at the edge of the sea.
BLOOD ORANGE HIBISCUS CARAMEL BAR
Blood orange + Campari® + burnt sugar caramel + hibiscus flowers + 70% cacao dark chocolate
Engage in the complexities of this blend ‐ the blood orange has a flavor similar to a hybrid of a tangerine and pomelo,
and the Campari infuses a slight bitterness to the bar. The blood orange’s crimson interior contains a uniquely
powerful antioxidant called anthocyanin, which is believed to neutralize free radicals in the body and therefore
reduce numerous ailments associated with aging. Almost as rejuvenating as a vacation escape, a few snaps of this bar
will transport you to enchanted and faraway places.
AMALFI
Lemon zest + pink peppercorns + 36% cocoa butter white chocolate
The Amalfi coast of Southwest Italy, where winding roads are draped by the heady scent of lemon trees, inspired the
bright citrus notes in this chocolate bar. The voluptuous white chocolate unfolds to release rousing aromas of lemon
and pink peppercorn, and keeps your pining mind afire.

3 oz. bar ~ $7.5

.5 oz bar ~ 2.5

Available at :
vosgeschocolate.com, 888.301.9866, or Vosges Haut Chocolat Boutiques

3 oz. gift set ~ $33

